
Silver M&S dress, £75

Phase Eight, £395

M&S ‘drop a dress
size’ dress, £89

JD Williams metallic
dress, £95

Glass bead earrings,
White Stuff, £5.99

Metallic top,
Simply Be, £39

Apricot skirt, £23

Embellished top from Bhs, £25

Beaded top from Monsoon, £89

Pleated skirt from Next, £45

Silver and pink skirt,
Miss Selfridge, £39

Gold collar
Primark, £6

Beads
from
Phase

Eight, £5

New Look earrings, £5.99

Dorothy Perkins cuff, £14.50

Hair clip by Glitzy
Secrets, £24

Accessorize
bracelet, £17

Daisy & Eve
necklace, £16.50

Phase Eight
collar, £35

Miss Selfridge gold
sparkles dress, £45

DRESSES
to die for

Add some
BLING

Day into
NIGHT

TWINKLE,
TWINKLE...
youlittle star!
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THE High Street is still inspired by Prada’s
lavish costume designs for the Great Gatsby
so we can look as bright and twinkling as
our Christmas decorations this season.
This age of glamour means we can wear

metallic dresses, trophy cover-ups and glitzy
embellished accessories to give your party
wardrobe instant wow factor.

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAIL: Add a 20s
spin to your LBD with a little or a lot of

embellishment. Think about your body
shape and where you need to wear that
detail.
If you are petite and need to look taller

wear your embellishment the length of your
dress, to make your shoulders look wide and
balance your hips details on the shoulders
and neck will work. If you have a bit of a
tummy avoid your twinkle in that area as it
will accentuate.
If sequins and jewels are a bit much for

you, then try a dress with a metallic mix
fabric instead. Miss Selfridge has some great
ones.

LUXE COVER UPS: If you want a
more understated look then opt for a

luxe cover up, the ultimate forever piece.
A trophy jacket is a wardrobe staple and

will keep coming out of your wardrobe for
years to come. Twiggy at M&S has a
fabulous one. This glamorous blazer will be
an essential part of your Christmas capsule

wardrobe. Sequins inject high-octane
glamour into you look to team with your
favourite black trousers and top. It even
comes in 2 ways to suit warm and cool skin
tones.

DON’T KEEP IT FOR BEST:Think
embellishment with and on

everything. Embrace your inner romantic
and wear pretty details on bags, shoes, hats,
jumpers, skirts and in your hair. For once
don’t think of the practicalities of – how
will it wash?
Take your black work dress for an early

evening drink by adding a fabulous collar
style necklace.
Throw caution to the wind and decorate

and dazzle in the daytime too – it will really
add some Christmas cheer at the office. If
this in inappropriate, then keep shimmering
for after-dark dressing.

Stylist Shan
Williams
urges you to
show some
sparkle this
Christmas

TWINKLE,
TWINKLE...

Pleated skirt from Next, £45

Embellished sandals, Miss Selfridge, £49

Beaded handbag, £10 at Primark

Mirror shoe, £15 at Bhs

New Look belt, £7.99

Gold glitter kitten heels, Dune £69

New Look bag, £17.99

Gold bag, Primark £6

Gold
heels
from
Office,
£65

The little
EXTRAS


